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The Role of a Flash Hypervisor in Today’s Virtual Data Center

Virtualization has been the biggest trend in data centers over the last 10 years, resulting in enormous cost 

savings and increased operational efficiencies. But as more applications become virtualized, many companies 

are experiencing an interesting and discouraging trend – a decrease in application performance. The root cause 

of this problem is commonly being tracked back to a single source, the storage array. In fact, internal estimates 

at one of the largest virtualization companies indicate that over 70% of application performance support calls are 

tied to storage related issues.

I/O bottlenecks in primary storage can add significant latency to virtual applications, resulting in slow response 

times at best and unusable applications at worst. Aside from frustrated end users, this creates numerous 

problems for IT, such as increased help desk calls and extra server costs to compensate for low VM densities

To date, the best way to address the above challenge is by throwing storage hardware at the problem. Storage 

administrators can improve the capabilities of their Storage Area Network (SAN) by moving from iSCSI to more 

expensive Fibre Channel, or by upgrading the SAN itself with faster disks or more capacity. Unfortunately, 

these are all very expensive and disruptive solutions, which don’t even guarantee an improvement in 

application performance.

What companies need is a way to improve storage performance separate from storage capacity. And they need 

a software solution that lets them break free from the never ending shackles of storage hardware upgrades. 

This has created an enormous market demand for server side Flash, which in turn has created a need for new 

Flash Hypervisors.

 
 
Flash in the SAN

Many companies are looking at Flash as the “savior” for their storage performance woes. Flash has microsecond 

response times (compared to milliseconds for disks) and delivers over 10x the performance (measured in I/O per 

Second, or IOPS) as spinning disk. As the price of Flash continues to come down, it is increasingly looked upon as 

an intrinsic solution for storage performance challenges going forward.

But what is the best way to implement Flash?

One approach is to use Flash in the storage array. This can be achieved by having a Flash cache that front ends 

spinning disks, or by creating all flash storage arrays that have no spinning disks at all. The thought behind this 

approach is that the massive amounts of IOPS available from Flash can address storage performance challenges. 

The biggest problem with this approach is cost. As a new array can cost tens of thousands of dollars, throwing 

SAN hardware at storage performance problems is an expensive endeavor. It is also quite disruptive. Any time 

that changes are made to the SAN, it has to be put offline.

In addition, Flash in the SAN doesn’t always resolve VM performance issues. That is because it is very “far” from 

the applications / VMs. So for a read or write to happen, it must travel over a network and through the storage 

processor to reach the Flash. This typically results in millisecond response times (not the microseconds that Flash 

is capable of achieving).

Finally, upgrading SAN hardware is usually just a temporary fix. At some point, even the new array will reach peak 

capacity, resulting in the need for constant future upgrades.

 
 
Server Side Flash

An alternative approach is to use server side flash to accelerate storage performance. Like Flash in the SAN, 

this approach leverages the massive IOPS capabilities of Flash to increase storage performance. But unlike the 
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SAN approach, this promises better response times by co-locating the Flash in the hosts, directly next to the 

applications / VMs.

However, server side Flash, by itself, is not without its own challenges. For one, it can be difficult to give VMs 

access to the Flash. Some solutions use guest OS drivers, which are operationally inefficient and tied to 

specific hardware platforms. Others use a Virtual Storage Appliance (VSA), which adds latency by acting as an 

intermediary between VMs, hypervisors, and the Flash itself. In addition, this approach can create contention 

issues as the VSA is competing with VMs for host resources, and it complicates storage functions (and fault 

tolerance) by changing the personality of storage devices and file systems,

The second problem with server side Flash is that it can breaks VM mobility. Most of the key features of VMware 

are based on VM mobility in a cluster, such as HA, vMotion and DRS. In order to have VM mobility, the main 

requirement is that all hosts in the cluster can access the VM’s data set. This means that storage must be shared.  

But, server side flash is a local resource, whereby hosts in a cluster cannot access each other’s Flash. So, if a VM 

has its data set on Host 1 and it gets vMotioned to Host 2, it no longer has access to its data set.

The last problem with server side Flash is that it is often only suitable for a limited set of use cases – ie workloads 

that are primarily read-only or read-intensive. That is because using server side Flash for writes creates a potential 

fault tolerance problem. If a host (or the flash device on the host) becomes unavailable and the VM is re-started 

on a new host in the cluster, the data that was written to the flash device on the failed host is no longer available 

to the VM. In this scenario, data is lost. To avoid this situation, write heavy applications rarely have been used with 

server side flash to date.

 
 
The Need for Flash Virtualization

From a performance, ease and cost standpoint, it is clear that server side Flash shows the most potential for 

solving storage performance problems. But the issues raised above need to be addressed for server side Flash 

to be implemented as a strategic, enterprise class solution. This has given birth to a new technology – the Flash 

Hypervisor.

Flash Hypervisors solve the first issue with server side Flash by being deployed inside the hypervisor (e.g. 

ESX/ESXi). I/O access to Flash is done as part of the kernel, not as a separate VM. This means scheduling and 

contention issues are completely avoided – i.e. if more I/O traffic comes, the ESX/ESXi hypervisor devotes more 

resources to serving it.  In addition, being a kernel module ensures the I/O path is as short as possible from the 

VM to the SSF, resulting in the best possible application performance.

VM mobility is addressed with Flash Hypervisors by clustering all available Flash into a 

single pool that can be accessed by any host. In other words, each host running the 

Hypervisor communicates with all other hosts running Hypervisors to provide access to 

the data sets on their respective flash devices. When doing a vMotion, for example, 

when the VM migrates from Host 1 to Host 2, the data set for the VM remains on Host 1.  

So, when a read comes from the VM, the Flash Hypervisor on Host 2 goes over the 

high-speed network to Host 2 to access the required data. This ensures that:

• The VMs gets the data much faster than going to the storage array

• The network interconnect isn’t flooded with Gigabytes (GBs) of 

data being copied from Host 1 to Host 2

• The flash devices on Host 2 don’t get unnecessary wear due to 

writing unnecessary GBs of data 

• The storage array doesn’t see a spike in traffic as the data set for 

the VM is eventually rebuilt on Host 2

Flash Hypervisor 
Design Considerations:

• Seamlessly works with all VMs, hosts 

and storage

• Cluster technology transparently 

supports all VM operations

• Deployed in hypervisor kernel using 

public APIs

• Supports heterogeneous Flash devices 

(PCIE and SSD)

• No reboot or suspension required for 

install/VM operations
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Finally, Flash Hypervisors make server side Flash applicable to all virtual applications, regardless of read/write 

behavior. Since the Flash Hypervisor is clustered, writes are synchronously duplicated between hosts in the 

cluster until they can be destaged to the storage array. For example, when a write comes from a VM on Host 

1, the Hypervisor software synchronously duplicates the write and sends it to another host in the cluster (while 

simultaneously writing it to its own flash). When the Hypervisor on the other host writes the data to its flash device, 

the acknowledgement is sent back to the Hypervisor on Host 1. This means that every write has at least one copy 

on another host in the cluster. When the write on Host 1 is destaged by the Flash Hypervisor to the storage array, 

it coordinates with the other Flash Hypervisor nodes so they know the write has been destaged. In the event that 

Host 1 fails, then the Flash Hypervisor on the other host will take over destaging the writes as well as duplicating 

the writes that haven’t yet been destaged to another host in the cluster. This ensures that a host failure doesn’t 

lead to data loss as writes that haven’t been destaged are always on 2 or more hosts in the cluster. With this level 

of fault tolerance, server side Flash can now be used for all use cases, including VDI and SQL applications that are 

traditionally very write heavy.

 
 
Benefits of a Flash Hypervisor 

There are a number of different benefits to virtualizing flash. The first, and possibly most important, is the increase 

in application performance. Since reads and writes are being accelerated by server side Flash, the performance 

of virtualized applications increases substantially. On average, a 10x improvement as VM responses go from 

milliseconds to microseconds. This increase in performance means happier end users and, consequently, fewer 

support calls relating to poor application performance.

IT teams can also virtualize more performance-sensitive applications, such as databases and VDI, using Flash 

Hypervisors. This increases the benefits of virtualization throughout an enterprise.

In addition, Flash Hypervisors help to increase VM density. As more VMs are loaded on virtualized servers, the 

need for additional hosts decreases, which allows IT to consolidate more servers and save more money.  

Flash Hypervisors also let IT organization grow storage performance linearly with demand. Increased storage 

performance across an entire data center is as simple as clustering more server side flash. Performance can 

be architected based on specific VMs or application requirements rather than being exclusively tied to data 

store requirements.

Hypervisor Hypervisor

PernixData FVP

VM VMVM

Supports: vMotion, DRS, HA, Snapshots, vCloud, SRM, Etc

No reboots
No performance hits

No changes to workflow Figure 1 Flash Hypervisors are seamlessly 

deployed and transparent to existing VM 

operations, like vMotion.
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Finally, Flash Hypervsiors can help reduce storage utilization. By offloading I/O functions to server side flash, SAN 

capacity can be better utilized, resulting in substantial cost savings.

Flash Hypervisors enable companies of all sizes to completely rethink their storage architectures. They represent 

a giant leap from the storage status quo by delivering a scale-out storage acceleration tier to every workload, in 

every virtualized data center. By separating storage performance from capacity, Flash Hypervisors are a strategic 

infrastructure investment that will fundamentally change data center storage design forever.
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Figure 2 Flash Hypervisors deliver significantly 

more IOPS than SANs alone, with performance 

that scales-out with your virtual infrastructure.


